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Summary:
A doctor, who qualified in family practice, focussed her practice on liposuction and breast

augmentation at her out-patient clinic. The death of a patient following a liposuction procedure
was the catalyst for an investigation involving a number of patients and ultimately discipline
proceedings. The Committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario found that the
doctor had repeatedly and knowingly breached the standard of practice of the profession, was
guilty of professional misconduct and was incompetent. The Committee suspended the doctor's
registration for two years and indefinitely prevented her from practicing other than as a surgical
assistant. The doctor appealed.

The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the appeal. 

Editor's Note: Certain names in the following case have been initialized or the case otherwise
edited to prevent the disclosure of identities where required by law, publication ban, Maritime
Law Book's editorial policy or otherwise.

Administrative Law - Topic 3202
Judicial review - General - Scope or standard of review - [See Medicine - Topic 2124].

Administrative Law - Topic 9102
Boards and tribunals - Judicial review - Standard of review - [See  Medicine - Topic
2124].

Civil Rights - Topic 1847
Freedom of speech or expression -  Limitations on -  Regulation of advertising -  [See
second Medicine - Topic 2029].

Civil Rights - Topic 1855
Freedom of speech or expression - Limitations on - Regulation of professionals - [See
second Medicine - Topic 2029].

Civil Rights - Topic 8348
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Application - Exceptions - Reasonable limits
prescribed by law - [See second Medicine - Topic 2029].



Civil Rights - Topic 8599 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Practice - Appeals - Standard of review -
[See Medicine - Topic 2124].

Medicine - Topic 2023
Discipline for professional misconduct - Professional misconduct or conduct unbecoming
a member - Standards of practice - The Ontario Divisional Court held that a standard or
practice  could  exist  even  when  it  was  not  explicitly  set  out  in  a  written  code  -  A
reviewing tribunal could ascertain it by reference to evidence of a common understanding
within  the  profession  as  to  expected  behaviour  of  a  reasonable  professional,  or  by
deducing it from the profession's fundamental values - See paragraph 36. 

Medicine - Topic 2023
Discipline for professional misconduct - Professional misconduct or conduct unbecoming
a member -  Standards of practice -  The Committee of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons  (Ont.)  found  that  a  doctor  knowingly  breached  the  acceptable  standard  of
practice, by routinely exceeding the maximum allowable extraction volume in an out-
patient liposuction procedure as established by the American Society of Plastic Surgery
(ASPS)  guidelines  -  The  doctor  appealed,  arguing  that  the  American  Academy  of
Cosmetic Surgery (AACS guidelines), which provided for a larger extraction volume,
applied - The Ontario Divisional Court rejected the doctor's argument - The court held
that conclusion that standard of practice was reflected in the ASPS guidelines was open
to the Committee on the evidence and was reasonable - In any event, the doctor regularly
exceeded the limits set out in the AACS guidelines that she purported to follow - The
Committee's finding that the doctor had "knowingly" exceeded the standard of practice
for liposuction was reasonable - See paragraphs 21 to 51.

Medicine - Topic 2024
Discipline for professional misconduct - Professional misconduct or conduct unbecoming
a member - What constitutes - [See first Medicine - Topic 2029].

Medicine - Topic 2029
Discipline for professional misconduct - Professional misconduct or conduct unbecoming
a member - Advertising - The Committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
(Ont.) found that a doctor's website postings (i.e., the use of testimonials or superlative
statements) contravened the advertising provisions in s. 6(2) of the General Regulation
under  the  Medicine  Act  and  constituted  disgraceful,  dishonourable  or  unprofessional
conduct - The doctor appealed - The Ontario Divisional Court stated that in concluding
that  the  doctor's  website  advertising  had  constituted  "dishonourable,  disgraceful  and
unprofessional" conduct, the Committee carefully considered the evidence and relevant
considerations,  including  the  fact  that  the  doctor  had  known  of  the  ban  and  had
deliberately  disobeyed it  -  This  was  not  an  inadvertent  breach  of  the  regulations  by
someone who was attempting to comply - The Committee's conclusion on this issue was
open to it on the record before it and was reasonable - See paragraphs 92 to 102. 



Medicine - Topic 2029
Discipline for professional misconduct - Professional misconduct or conduct unbecoming
a member - Advertising - Section 6(2) of the General Regulation under the Medicine Act
prohibited the use of advertising by doctors which contained testimonials or superlative
statements - The Committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons (Ont.) held that
the  s.  6(2)  limit  on  a  doctor's  right  to  freedom of  expression  (Charter,  s.  2(b))  was
justified  under  s.  1  of  the  Charter,  and  in  particular  the  ban  was  reasonable  and
demonstrably justified pursuant to the proportionality analysis of the R. v. Oakes test
(SCC 1986) - The doctor appealed, arguing that the Committee erred at each stage of the
Oakes analysis - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the appeal, holding that the
Committee  was  correct  in  upholding  the  ban  on  testimonials  and  superlatives  -  See
paragraphs 103 to 140. 

Medicine - Topic 2105
Discipline for professional misconduct - Evidence - Expert opinion - The Committee of
the  College  of  Physicians  and  Surgeons  (Ont.)  found  that  a  doctor  (Dr.  Yazdanfar)
knowingly  breached  the  acceptable  standard  of  practice  in  out-patient  liposuction
procedures - Dr. Fielding had been the doctor appointed by the College to investigate Dr.
Yandanfar's  practice  -  Dr.  Fielding  subsequently  testified  as  an  expert  before  the
Committee  -  Dr.  Yazdanfar  appealed  the  Committee's  decision,  arguing  that  the
Committee erred in permitting the use of the transcript of Dr. Fielding's interview with
Dr. Yazdanfar at the Committee hearing and that the Committee erred in according Dr.
Fielding's opinion "undue weight" in light of his dual role as an investigator and an expert
witness - The Ontario Divisional Court rejected these arguments - See paragraphs 62 to
78. 

Medicine - Topic 2107
Discipline  for  professional  misconduct  -  Evidence  -  Documentary  evidence  -  The
Committee  of  the  College  of  Physicians  and  Surgeons  (Ont.)  found  that  a  doctor
knowingly  breached  the  acceptable  standard  of  practice  in  out-patient  liposuction
procedures - The doctor appealed, arguing that the Committee erred in preferring oral
evidence  of  patients  over  contemporaneous  records  (i.e.,  consent  forms)  that  were
inherently more reliable - The Ontario Divisional Court rejected the doctor's argument -
The Committee's  conclusion on this  issue did not  pit  the "contemporaneous records"
against  the  evidence  of  the  witnesses  -  The  two were  not  inherently  contradictory  -
Further, the Committee did actually consider all the evidence on this issue and concluded
that the consent obtained was not adequate in these circumstances - In so concluding, it
assessed the evidence before it and made its conclusions as to what was said and what
was not said - This was at the heart of the fact-finding function of such a committee -
There  was  ample  evidence  to  ground  these  findings  in  the  record  before  it  and  its
conclusions were reasonable - See paragraphs 52 to 58.

Medicine - Topic 2124 
Discipline  for  professional  misconduct  -  Judicial  review (appeals)  -  Scope of  review
respecting  disciplinary  findings  -  The  Committee  of  the  College  of  Physicians  and
Surgeons of  Ontario  found that  a  doctor  had repeatedly and knowingly breached the



standard of practice of the profession, was guilty of professional misconduct and was
incompetent - The doctor appealed - The Ontario Divisional Court discussed the standard
of review - The court stated that the standard of reasonableness applied with respect to
the findings of facts, the determination of the standard of practice to be applied and the
penalty - The standard of correctness applied to the constitutional issue - The court stated
that to the extent the appeal raised issues of procedural fairness, there was no standard of
review - See paragraphs 17 to 20. 

Medicine - Topic 2125
Discipline  for  professional  misconduct  -  Judicial  review (appeals)  -  Scope of  review
respecting punishment - [See Medicine - Topic 2124].

Medicine - Topic 2185 
Discipline of professional misconduct - Punishments - Suspension of licence - A doctor,
who qualified  in  family  practice,  focussed her  practice  on outpatient  liposuction and
breast  augmentation  cosmetic  surgery  at  her  private  clinic  -  The  Committee  of  the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario found that the doctor had repeatedly and
knowingly breached the standard of practice of the profession, was guilty of professional
misconduct and was incompetent - She also breached the advertising regulations - The
Committee,  inter  alia,  suspended  her  certificate  of  registration  for  two  years  and
thereafter  indefinitely restricted her  practice to that  of  surgical  assistant  in a hospital
setting - The doctor appealed the penalty - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the
appeal,  holding  that  the  Committee's  decision  as  to  penalty  was  reasonable  -  See
paragraphs 141 to 168. 
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This  appeal  was  heard  on May 9  and 10,  2013,  before  Harvison Young,  Leitch  and
Lederer, JJ., of the Ontario Divisional Court. The following decision was delivered for the court
by Harvison Young, J., on October 16, 2013.

Appeal dismissed.

Editor: Elizabeth M.A. Turgeon

Administrative Law - Topic 3202
Judicial review - General - Scope or standard of review - The Committee of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario found that a doctor had repeatedly and knowingly
breached the standard of practice of the profession, was guilty of professional misconduct
and was incompetent - The doctor appealed - The Ontario Divisional Court discussed the
standard of review - The court stated that the standard of reasonableness applied with
respect to the findings of facts, the determination of the standard of practice to be applied
and the penalty - The standard of correctness applied to the constitutional issue - The
court stated that to the extent the appeal raised issues of procedural fairness, there was not
standard of review - See paragraphs 17 to 20.

Administrative Law - Topic 9102
Boards and tribunals  -  Judicial  review -  Standard of  review -  The Committee of  the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario found that a doctor had repeatedly and
knowingly breached the standard of practice of the profession, was guilty of professional
misconduct and was incompetent - The doctor appealed - The Ontario Divisional Court
discussed the standard of review - The court stated that the standard of reasonableness
applied with respect to the findings of facts, the determination of the standard of practice
to be applied and the penalty - The standard of correctness applied to the constitutional
issue - The court stated that to the extent the appeal raised issues of procedural fairness,
there was not standard of review - See paragraphs 17 to 20.

Civil Rights - Topic 1847
Freedom of speech or expression - Limitations on - Regulation of advertising - Section
6(2) of the General Regulation under the Medicine Act prohibited the use of advertising
by doctors which contained testimonials or superlative statements - The Committee of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons (Ont.) held that the s. 6(2) limit on a doctor's right to
freedom of expression (Charter, s. 2(b)) was justified under s. 1 of the Charter, and in
particular  the  ban  was  reasonable  and  demonstrably  justified  pursuant  to  the
proportionality  analysis  of  the  R.  v.  Oakes  test  (SCC 1986)  -  The  doctor  appealed,
arguing that  the  Committee  erred at  each stage  of  the  Oakes  analysis  -  The Ontario
Divisional  Court  dismissed  the  appeal,  holding  that  the  Committee  was  correct  in



upholding the ban on testimonials and superlatives - See paragraphs 103 to 140.

Civil Rights - Topic 1855
Freedom of speech or expression - Limitations on - Regulation of professionals - Section
6(2) of the General Regulation under the Medicine Act prohibited the use of advertising
by doctors which contained testimonials or superlative statements - The Committee of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons (Ont.) held that the s. 6(2) limit on a doctor's right to
freedom of expression (Charter, s. 2(b)) was justified under s. 1 of the Charter, and in
particular  the  ban  was  reasonable  and  demonstrably  justified  pursuant  to  the
proportionality  analysis  of  the  R.  v.  Oakes  test  (SCC 1986)  -  The  doctor  appealed,
arguing that  the  Committee  erred at  each stage  of  the  Oakes  analysis  -  The Ontario
Divisional  Court  dismissed  the  appeal,  holding  that  the  Committee  was  correct  in
upholding the ban on testimonials and superlatives - See paragraphs 103 to 140.

Civil Rights - Topic 8348
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Application - Exceptions - Reasonable limits
prescribed  by  law -  Section  6(2)  of  the  General  Regulation  under  the  Medicine  Act
prohibited the use of advertising by doctors which contained testimonials or superlative
statements - The Committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons (Ont.) held that
the  s.  6(2)  limit  on  a  doctor's  right  to  freedom of  expression  (Charter,  s.  2(b))  was
justified  under  s.  1  of  the  Charter,  and  in  particular  the  ban  was  reasonable  and
demonstrably justified pursuant to the proportionality analysis of the R. v. Oakes test
(SCC 1986) - The doctor appealed, arguing that the Committee erred at each stage of the
Oakes analysis - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the appeal, holding that the
Committee  was  correct  in  upholding  the  ban  on  testimonials  and  superlatives  -  See
paragraphs 103 to 140.

Civil Rights - Topic 8599 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Practice - Appeals - Standard of review - The
Committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario found that a doctor had
repeatedly and knowingly breached the standard of practice of the profession, was guilty
of professional misconduct and was incompetent - The doctor appealed - The Ontario
Divisional Court discussed the standard of review - The court stated that the standard of
reasonableness applied with respect  to the findings of  facts,  the determination of  the
standard of practice to be applied and the penalty - The standard of correctness applied to
the constitutional issue - The court stated that to the extent the appeal raised issues of
procedural fairness, there was not standard of review - See paragraphs 17 to 20.

Medicine - Topic 2024
Discipline for professional misconduct - Professional misconduct or conduct unbecoming
a member - What constitutes - The Committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
(Ont.) found that a doctor's website postings (i.e., the use of testimonials or superlative
statements) contravened the advertising provisions in s. 6(2) of the General Regulation
under  the  Medicine  Act  and  constituted  disgraceful,  dishonourable  or  unprofessional
conduct - The doctor appealed - The Ontario Divisional Court stated that in concluding
that  the  doctor's  website  advertising  had  constituted  "dishonourable,  disgraceful  and



unprofessional" conduct, the Committee carefully considered the evidence and relevant
considerations,  including  the  fact  that  the  doctor  had  known  of  the  ban  and  had
deliberately  disobeyed it  -  This  was  not  an  inadvertent  breach  of  the  regulations  by
someone who was attempting to comply - The Committee's conclusion on this issue was
open to it on the record before it and was reasonable - See paragraphs 92 to 102.

Medicine - Topic 2125
Discipline  for  professional  misconduct  -  Judicial  review (appeals)  -  Scope of  review
respecting punishment - The Committee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario  found  that  a  doctor  had  repeatedly  and  knowingly  breached  the  standard  of
practice of the profession, was guilty of professional misconduct and was incompetent -
The doctor appealed - The Ontario Divisional Court discussed the standard of review -
The court stated that the standard of reasonableness applied with respect to the findings
of facts, the determination of the standard of practice to be applied and the penalty - The
standard of correctness applied to the constitutional issue - The court stated that to the
extent the appeal raised issues of procedural fairness, there was no standard of review -
See paragraphs 17 to 20.


